Summary. From the standpoint of the theory of measures on the dual space of a nuclear space, we discuss the carrier of Wiener measure, regarding it as a measure on (3)') ( = Schwartz's space of distributions). This may be contrasted with the usual treatment which regards it as a measure on the space of paths.
k=i a;
Minlos proved that for any positive definite and continuous functional %(£) on H 0 , there exists a measure //, on L* such that for any geL, ,
is called the characteristic functional of /z.
Suppose that both L x and L 2 are dense and nuclear in H Q , and that LiCL 2 . Then, for given %(|), we can construct measures /ô n L? and juL 2 on L%. Identifying them, we can say that the measure //,! on Lf has the carrier in L? (cLf). Now, let L be a fixed dense and nuclear subspace of H Q , and %(f) be a fixed positive definite and continuous functional on H 0 . We shall discuss the carrier of the measure ^ which is defined on L*, corresponding to %(£)"
Consider an operator T which satisfies the following conditions ; (1) T is defined and nuclear on H 0 , (Nuclearity of T is defined by S IITfJIJXoo, where {£*}
4=1
is a complete orthonormal system of H 0 ). (4) and (1), the topology of H^ is weaker than that of L, but stronger than that of H 0 . Hence, H Q -H£d HfcL*.
From the condition (1), H^ is nuclear in H 0 , so that the measure IJL has the carrier in Hf. Thus, only remained to prove is that 1) ) and L=3)(0, 1)). Namely, we shall discuss the carrier of a measure //, on (3X) whose characteristic functional is continuous in L 2 ((0, 1) ). At first, define the integral operator I a as follows;
The main properties of this operator are ; a) For any real a, it is defined as a operator on 3)((0, 1)), and maps 3) into L 2 ((0, 1)) continuously. b) For any real a, it is defined as a operator on L 2 which maps L 2 into (3)') continuously- 
ITtrtY-JMaxCsr)
We see that F(s, r) is a continuous function of (s, r) for a>-=-. On the other hand, for instance, putting /"($) = exp(27r/#s), we have in C' ( = the dual of the space of continuous functions).
Hence, the left hand side of (3) is equal with
* F(s, s)ds = -^-('I (\t-sr~2 dt]ds
From Prop. 1 and Prop. 2, we see that the carrier of the measurê lies in I* a (H 0 ). It is easy to see I^ = PI_ a P 9 where Pf(t)=f(l-t}. However, if at the first step we change the variable t into 1 -t, we need not consider the effect of P. Thus, we can say that the carrier of p lies in I_ a (H Q ).
Remark that /_« = --/!_*, Therefore, putting 13=1 -a, we get at the following result. Since ^(^) is defined only for almost all t, the concept of pointwise Holder continuity loses its meaning. This fault can not be removed as long as we regard g(f) as a distribution. Along this line, we get only the following proposition. f£ =/p for *>0, -0 for
